Solution Brief

it.transform – Our Expertise for Your Transformation Projects

With the Proven it.transform Project
Method to Successful Data and Process
Transformation

We selected itelligence due to its combination of
method and tool expertise in IT transformation
projects. The experienced and dedicated employees led
us to success once again.
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Jens Schwetje, Senior Project Manager,
KWS SAAT SE

projects in 2015

(Co)Design Changes

it.transform Guarantees the Successful
Transformation of Your Data and Processes
Constantly changing business models, infrastructure

It is important to note that an IT transformation

and processes have become the norm in business. This

does not have to mean starting from scratch since

means IT systems and structures must be combined,

it.transform’s methods, tools and work packages let

separated or modified in response to company

you transfer all your data and document history to a

mergers, acquisitions, sales or restructuring. Such

new system with new processes.

changes also require adjustments to the SAP system
environment: a complex task for medium and

Proven Project Methodology from Decades

large-sized companies but definitely manageable.

of Experience
it.transform sets itself apart by allowing you to

But transformation projects are much more than

transform both, data and processes, and by taking

just IT projects. These types of projects affect the

a holistic view of organization and IT. By defining

entire company including all relevant processes,

clear goals and strategies, the framework of the

data, organizational units and technologies used.

transformation project is set to identify and minimize

Furthermore, requirements related to the digital

technical, legal and resource-related risks.

transformation or SAP S/4HANA conversion must
be implemented.

The detailed project planning also takes into account
other ongoing projects in order to eliminate negative

it.transform Offers the Right Solution for

inﬂuences and guarantee a smooth process.

Your Transformation

it.transform is the ideal method for your transformation

In the it.transform method, we combine many years of

projects due to its extensive quality, budget and

consultation expertise with software tools to analyze,

schedule settings and numerous checklists, settings

structure, plan and professionally implement

and tools.

customized transformation projects – step by step.

You Can Transform Your Data and Processes with the Right Combination of Methods and Tools

Combine Data and
Processes Related to
Finances and Logistics

Merger &
Acquisition

■
■

■

Reduced IT costs
Simplified support and
maintenance
Standardized processes
and data

Carve-Out of Companies or
Business Units and Transfer
into a New SAP Environment

Carve-Out

■
■
■

Creation of its own system
Split companies
Reorganized and documented
processes

Change the Organizational
or Master Data

Reorganization

■

■

■
■

Restructured profit centers
or cost centers
Restructured material numbers
or product hierarchy
Simplified accounting
Preparation of global roll-out
templates

Standardize Organizations,
Processes and Data

Harmonization

■
■
■

Standardized processes
Harmonized data
Preparation of shared services

3,000
More than

consultation days in 2015

A carve-out project is similar to our products in that it’s all
about the right combination. We managed it this time around
and achieved the desired success: done on time and budget and with
the right quality.
Christian Konrad, Project Manager Europe, Dawn Foods Germany GmbH

Welcome the Future – with the Right Partner

things on a daily basis. Continuous optimization

at Your Side

efforts make us better every day. We work quickly and

In Germany alone, the itelligence expert team

precisely with our focus always on the objective –

consists of roughly 40 transformation experts – and

with success as proven by our satisfied customers.

extensive experience in data transformation, change
management, SAP and project consultation as well as
project management are a matter of course for us.
Our team’s expertise guarantees you will receive the
highest quality methods and consultation. We can
help you select the best software tools for your data
migration since all our data transformation experts
are certified in the transformation software used.

Contact us today
to schedule an
eye-opening demo
or workshop:
» www.itelligencegroup.com/contact

Successful Transformation –
itelligence Makes the Difference
Our many years of experience and knowledge
from previous projects are incorporated into the
it.transform methodology. From our individually
customized project for our customers we learn new
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